Abstract. Zonal segmentation of the prostate gland using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is clinically important for prostate cancer (PCa) diagnosis and image-guided treatments. A two-dimensional convolutional neural network (CNN) based on the U-net architecture was evaluated for segmentation of the central gland (CG) and peripheral zone (PZ) using a dataset of 40 patients (34 PCa positive and 6 PCa negative) scanned on two different MRI scanners (1.5T GE and 3T Siemens). Images were cropped around the prostate gland to exclude surrounding tissues, resampled to 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 mm voxels and z-score normalized before being propagated through the CNN. Performance was evaluated using the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and mean absolute distance (MAD) in a fivefold cross-validation setup. Overall performance showed DSC of 0.794 and 0.692, and MADs of 3.349 and 2.993 for CG and PZ, respectively. Dividing the gland into apex, mid, and base showed higher DSC for the midgland compared to apex and base for both CG and PZ. We found no significant difference in DSC between the two scanners. A larger dataset, preferably with multivendor scanners, is necessary for validation of the proposed algorithm; however, our results are promising and have clinical potential.
Introduction
Prostate cancer (PCa) is one of the leading causes of death from cancer worldwide. 1 An early and accurate diagnosis improves the survival rate and reduces the costs of treatment. 2 The use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) plays an essential role in the diagnosis of PCa patients to support biopsies, and for treatment decision and planning. 3, 4 A typical prostate MRI examination consists of an anatomical T2-weighted (T2W) imaging sequence combined with one or more functional imaging sequences. 4 Usually, the examination is performed on a 1.5T or 3T MRI scanner with or without the use of an endorectal coil (ERC). 5 The T2W sequence is used to determine the anatomical boundaries between the prostate zones and extend of tumor growth, e.g., extraprostatic extension or growth into the seminal vesicles. 4 The functional sequences are especially advantageous in PCa detection, evaluation of treatment response, and staging. 5 The prostate consists of four zones: the peripheral zone (PZ), transitional zone (TZ), central zone (CZ), and fibromuscular stroma. 6 TZ and CZ are often considered as one central gland (CG) on MRI, as the zones exhibit similar imaging appearances. 7 Segmentation of the prostate from surrounding tissues is useful, and sometimes even necessary, for a variety of clinical purposes, such as volume determination, MRI/ultrasound fusion systems for guided biopsies, lesion detection and scoring, accurate target delineation for radiotherapy treatment, or to obtain the region of interest for computer-aided detection of PCa. [8] [9] [10] Manual delineation of the prostate on MRI is laborious and a time-consuming task with high risk of inter-and intraobserver variability. 8 Automatic prostate segmentation algorithms have been an active research field for many years as they can greatly enhance the workflow in the clinic and reduce the subjectivity. 8, 11 Lately, there has been more focus on zonal segmentation of the prostate. 12 The majority (≈75%) of PCas occurs in the PZ; an accurate location of the PCa within the zones is extremely important and favors outcome. 2, 13, 14 Furthermore, PCa located in the CG have significantly different biological behaviors compared to those in the PZ and may therefore be referred to different treatment options. 7, 15 Automatic zonal segmentation of the prostate is still relatively sparse in the literature. Initially, Makni et al. performed zonal prostate segmentation by classifying voxels as either PZ or CG using a c-means clustering algorithm. Makni et al. yielded an average dice similarity coefficient (DSC) of 0.84 for CG and 0.73 for PZ. 16 Litjens et al. used anatomical, textural, and intensity image features to segment the prostate into CG and PZ with promising results. 17 However, the methods presented by Makni et al. and Litjens et al. required an initial manual segmentation of the whole gland (WG) as input, which is time-consuming and impractical. Toth et al. used an active appearance model (AAM) approach to segment the zones of the prostate using images from a 3T MR scanner using an ERC. The DSC achieved by this approach was 0.79 for the CG and 0.68 for the PZ. In a study by Chi et al., DSC of 0.83 and 0.52 were obtained for CZ and PZ, respectively, using a Gaussian mixture model in combination with atlas probability maps on 3T MRI examinations from eight patients. 19 Chilali et al. investigated a voxel classification method combined with an atlas-based approach for zonal segmentation that resulted in DSC of 0.7 for TZ and 0.62 for PZ. 20 The studies presented above all used anatomical MRI for the zonal segmentation. A semiautomatic atlasbased approach for WG and TZ segmentation using a functional imaging sequence, diffusion weighted (DWI), was presented by Zhang et al. with DSC of 0.85 (WG) and 0.77 (TZ). 21 Another study used DWI for prostate zonal segmentation using a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) and obtained DSC of 0.93 and 0.88 for WG and TZ, respectively. 22 CNNs have recently found great success achieving state-of-the-art performances for automatic medical image segmentation. 23 These CNNs learn increasingly more complex features from the training images using multiple layers of adjustable filters taking into account the spatial information of the input. Usually, these networks require large amount of training data to learn and select features. Within medical imaging tasks, this is often beyond reach. 24 The U-net, designed by Ronneberger et al., is a CNN architecture that has been developed for fast and precise segmentation of medical images and has shown great potential even with small datasets. 25 Zhu et al., for example, did WG prostate segmentation using U-net on T2W images obtained by a 3T scanner from 80 patients and obtained a mean DSC of 0.865. 26 CNNs have shown promising results within medical image segmentation but have not been investigated for zonal segmentation. In this study, we proposed a zonal segmentation algorithm using T2W MRI on prostate examinations from two different scanners [GE 1.5 (with ERC) and Siemens 3T] using a modified U-net architecture.
Methods

Data
The dataset used in this study is publicly available, published by Lemaître et al. 27 The dataset contains multiparametric MRI examinations from a total of 40 patients with elevated PSA level, scanned on two different scanners-a General Electric (GE) 1.5T scanner (21 patients) with ERC, and a Siemens 3T scanner (19 patients). All MRI examinations include a T2W imaging sequence (and one or more functional sequences) along with ground truth (GT) images of WG, CG, and PZ made on the T2W image sequence performed by an experienced radiologist. The voxel spacing varied between patients, from 0.27 to 0.78 mm, with slice thickness of 3 mm for GE and 1.5 mm for Siemens. Of the 40 patients, six were PCa negative and 34 were PCa positive with varying lesion size (mean 4 cc, range 0 to 36 cc) and location (3 with CG lesion, 26 with PZ lesion, and 5 with CG and PZ lesion). Only the axial T2W image sequence was used for this study.
Preprocessing
In the dataset, the PZ GT delineation was obtained by subtracting the CG GT from the WG GT. Because the radiologist did not delineate the CG on all slices and relied on the interpolation performed by clinical system, the PZ GT equals the WG GT on some slices, see Fig. 1 . Linear interpolation of the CG GT images was used to correct for this in order to have GT delineation on all slices for training.
Voxel dimensions and slice thickness differ between patients and were therefore resampled to 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 mm voxels using bicubic interpolation. Afterward, the images were cropped, to remove some of the surrounding tissues. As the size of the prostate varies between patients, the crop size and place were found based on the largest prostate in the dataset which resulted in an image size of 192 × 192 px (96 × 96 mm). Furthermore, image slices not containing GT delineation from either CG or PZ were removed. After resampling and cropping, the total number of image slices was 3015 (1842 for GE and 1173 for Siemens scanner). All images were z-score normalized (zero mean and unit variance) to account for interpatient and interscanner variations. Figure 2 shows an example of an image slice after preprocessing with GT delineation of CG and PZ.
Network Architecture
The original U-net architecture is shown in Fig. 3 . The U-net is a fully convolutional network with skip connections which propagate the spatial location and combine it with coarse semantic information. The network has a contracting left side and an expansive right side. The contracting part resembles a typical CNN architecture, where convolutional layers (3 × 3 kernels), Fig. 1 Interpolation of GT images to account for the missing CG on some slices, (a) before and (b) after. White area is GT for CG and gray area is PZ. with activation function units [rectified linear unit (ReLU)], are followed by a downsampling pooling layer (2 × 2 max pooling, strides = 2). After each downsampling layer, the number of feature channels doubles. The expansive part, which is almost symmetric to the contracting part, uses upconvolutions and combines features and spatial information from the contracting path. The input images are fed to the network and propagated through the network along all possible paths. The output is a segmentation map with the number of channels equal to the number of classes in the segmentation task. 25 To our implementation of the U-net some modifications were made; to keep the output prediction images of same size as the input images, zero padding was used in this study. Furthermore, we implemented batch normalization layers before max pooling layers in the contracting part of the network. Using batch normalization layers can significantly accelerate the training by normalizing the input distributions. 28 The hyperparameters used for our implementation include: initial random weights (glorot_uniform), activations (elu), batch size (12), epochs (500), and optimization algorithm (Adam with default values β1 and β2) for the calculation of weight updates with initial learn rate (1e −5 ).
As loss function, a pixelwise cross entropy loss was used. The loss was weighted based on the class probability, to account for class imbalance. Class weights used = {CG:4.29, PZ:3.9, Background:1}. The weights were estimated from the dataset.
Data augmentation was applied on the fly on the training set, while validation and test sets were unchanged. The augmented images represent natural variations of the prostate and included horizontal flip, small rotations, width and height shift, zoom, and shearing.
Evaluation Metric
The model performance was evaluated using DSC and mean absolute distance (MAD) as measure. DSC and distance-based measures are widely used metrics within the field of medical image segmentation as evaluation measure. DSC is a spatial overlap index calculated as two times the intersection between the regions, divided by the sum of the two individual regions E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 3 2 6 ; 3 3 1
MAD measures average minimum distance between two boundaries calculated as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 2 6 5
where d min ðx; yÞ expresses the average minimum distance from all points on x to y. In addition to overall DSC and MAD for CG and PZ, DSCs, and MADs are presented for prostate apex (most caudal aspect of the gland), base (most cranial aspect), and mid (sandwiched in between the apex and base). We defined the apex and base as the first and last 30% of the prostate in the z-direction (superiorto-inferior direction), respectively, and prostate mid accounts for the remaining 40% as suggested in Ref. 29 , see Fig. 4 . Before calculation of DSC and MAD, postprocessing of the segmentations was done with the assumption that each zone only consists of one object. The postprocessing step removed small objects not connected to the largest three-dimensional (3-D) object in each patient for each zone. 
Validation
A stratified fivefold cross-validation setup was implemented for model evaluation, as depicted in Fig. 5 . The dataset was randomly divided into five sets, stratified according to scanner (1.5 GE or 3T Siemens) which resulted in 32 patients in the training set, and eight patients in the test set for each fold. From the training set, two patients (one from each scanner) were used for validation during the training phase.
Implementation Details
All the experiments ran on a 64- 
Results
The performance of the CNN multiclass segmentation was assessed quantitatively using DSC for overall performance, for the two scanners and for each region, and lastly by visual assessment. The total number of trainable parameters in our implementation of U-net was 31,032,643. The computational time for training the network was ∼15 h for 500 epochs for each fold and the segmentation of one testing patient took less than 1 s, including preprocessing.
In Table 1 , the overall mean DSC and MAD for all patients are presented, together with slice maximum DSC, maximum patient DSC, and minimum patient MAD, for CG and PZ. Overall mean DSC for CG was 0.794 and 0.692 for PZ. For CG the MAD was 3.349 mm and 2.992 mm for PZ. For most patients (34/40), the DSC was higher for the CG than for the PZ. The highest achieved DSC for a single slice was 0.992 and 0.991 for CG and PZ, respectively. Lowest patient MADs were 0.681 mm for CG and 0.695 mm for PZ.
One patient, number 15, obtained the highest patient DSC for both CG and PZ with close resemblance to the GT delineation. A coronal view of the GT and segmentation is shown in Fig. 6 . The only visual difference between the GT and segmentation on the coronal view is a smoother contour from the segmentation compared to GT. The distribution of slices with respect to DSC is shown in Fig. 7 , with all DSCs represented but with most slices in the high end of the DSC scale for both CG and PZ. For the CG, the DSCs are generally higher than for the PZ. Examples of slices with low DSC will be presented and explained later in Sec. 3.3.
Comparison Between 1.5T GE and 3T Siemens Scanner
Variations in MRI protocol and scanner (field strength and vendor) can have large influence on algorithms for image processing. Therefore, we investigated differences in DSCs obtained from the data from the two different scanners, 1.5 T GE and 3 T Siemens, used for this study. In Table 2 , the results for the two scanners are presented. The 1.5 T GE scanner showed slightly higher DSC for both zones; however, the difference was not statistically significant (p-value >0.05). No significance difference was found for MADs between the two scanners (p-value >0.05).
Regions Apex, Mid, and Base
At the apex and base of the prostate, the boundary of the gland is poorly defined with less discriminating gray level gradients and large shape variations of the regions. 31, 32 Results for the three regions are presented in Table 3 . The mid-region shows the highest DSCs and lowest MADs for both zones and the prostate base the lowest DSC and highest MAD. There was a statistically significant difference between DSC for the mid-region and both apex and base in both zones (p < 0.01). No statistically significant difference was found for apex and base for neither CG nor PZ. The prostate base had significantly larger MAD compared to mid-gland in CG (p < 0.05) and significantly larger MAD compared to apex and mid-gland in PZ (p < 0.05).
Visual Assessment
Visual inspection of the output from the network showed some segmentation results close to the GT, like those shown in Fig. 8 . Both zones show the correct size and shape as the GT, though with some differences, mostly for the PZ. For the boundary between CG and PZ in patient 5 [ Fig. 8(a) ], the network predicts the boundary to be located slightly lower (toward the rectum) than the GT, but still ensures that the boundaries of CG and PZ are closely aligned. Some slices showed zero or very low DSC, see Fig. 9 . For example, patient 18 in Fig. 9(a) presents DSC of 0.000 for both zones. For this particular patient, the network predicts only a PZ, where there is actually CG and PZ. This is the case for several slices in AEz-direction. Figure 9 (b) shows slice 103 for the same patient where all of the prostate now belongs to PZ as the network also predicts, resulting in DSC of 0.890 for PZ.
In patient 28 [ Fig. 9(c) ], the network predicts both CG and PZ where there is only a PZ for several slices. Nine slices away [ Fig. 9(d) ], the PZ divides into being partly PZ and CG, which is also predicted by the network. The cases shown in Fig. 9 are seen for several patients and slices, where the network struggles in the transition from one zone to two, or vice versa.
Examples where the network failed to do a satisfying segmentation was also seen during the visual inspection. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show two examples where the segmentation result does not resemble the GT neither in term of size or shape of the two zones.
Discussion and Conclusion
Accurate segmentation of the prostatic zones is important as the behavior of PCa lesions strongly correlates with its zonal location. Automatic segmentation of the zones can resolve the intra-and interobserver variability and reduce the time for manual delineation. Such automatic algorithms must be robust toward differences in the acquisition protocol, use of ERC, and magnetic field strength of the MRI scanner. In this study, we investigated a CNN for zonal segmentation using T2W MRI from 40 patients, scanned on two different scanners [1.5 T GE (with ERC) and 3 T Siemens] in a fivefold CV setup.
The overall performance of our network, DSC of 0.794 for CG and 0.692 for PZ, showed promising and comparable results to the current literature. Toth et al. obtained DSC of 0.79 for CG and 0.68 for PZ, which is very close to our results; however, they relied on a manual delineation of the WG as input for their multiple-levelset AAM approach and only included MR images acquired from one 3 T scanner. Toth et al. also investigated their approach without the use of a manual delineation of the WG and obtained DSC of 0.72 for CG and 0.6 for PZ with MADs of around 1.9 mm for CG and 1.3 for PZ which is lower MADs compared to our work (3.349 and 2.992 mm for CG and PZ, respectively). 18 Qiu et al. investigated a global optimization-based approach for WG and zonal segmentation and achieved DSC of 0.823 and 0.693 for CG and PZ, respectively. 33 They only used data from 15 patients scanned on a single 3T GE machine, but with promising results.
We found a higher DSC for the CG than the PZ for most patients, which is consistent with all the previously published studies found in the literature on zonal segmentation. 18, 19, 34 This might be due to the PZ having more natural shape variations than CG and deformations caused by the ERC and differences in rectal filling. 35 Even though the DSC obtained in this study is higher for CG than PZ, we like the study by Qui et al. achieved a larger MAD for CG than for PZ. 33 We did not investigate the influence of PCa lesion size and location in this study. Since most PCa are located in the PZ, this could have affected the segmentation performance in this zone. PCa lesions can alter both prostate shape and appearance on MRI; however, an automatic segmentation method should be robust to these variations to be clinically useful.
Comparison of the results obtained for the two scanners used in this study showed no significant difference, suggesting that the network is robust against acquisition platform. Some of the earlier work on prostate WG/zonal segmentation have used data from only one scanner and might therefore not work on data from different scanners. Using a dataset with more than one vendor and field-strength scanner allow for more generic and robust algorithms. 2, 27 We found lower DSCs for apex and base compared to the mid-gland, which is consistent with all submitted algorithms in the PROMISE12 challenge on WG segmentation, and the zonal segmentation studies by Qiu et al. 8, 33, 34 Due to unclear boundaries and partial volume effects, the segmentation of apex and base is more challenging, also for radiologists. 26, 33 Since the apex and base are close to sensitive organs during, for example, radiation therapy these regions are especially important to report for segmentation algorithms. 36 We chose to implement a modified version of the U-net architecture for our zonal segmentation approach because it has proven useful for medical image segmentation even with a limited amount of data. 25 Comparing our two-dimensional (2-D) input approach to the 3-D version of the U-net (3-D U-net) or the V-net could be interesting. 37, 38 The 3-D version could potentially be better at capturing the spatial context; however, processing 3-D images increases the complexity and computational expenses of the training process. One study investigated different 2-D and 3-D CNN architectures for cardiac MRI segmentation and found substantially higher DSCs for all evaluated 2-D architectures. 39 Another approach to better capture spatial context is the use of recurrent neural networks, where the current input is depended on the previous one. 26 Several hyperparameters can be optimized for CNNs, such as learning rate, optimization function, number of epochs, and batch size. Improvement in network performance might be seen if the parameters are optimized; however, these hyperparameters are believed to be of secondary importance, compared to network architecture and preprocessing. 40 Potential future network experimentations could investigate the use of a dice loss function instead of the weighted pixelwise cross entropy we used for this study.
In our study, we did image augmentation in order to increase the amount of training data, minimize overfitting and to mimic shape and spatial location variations which could be present in the test set. Apart from horizontal flip, rotations, zoom, shear, and small height and width shifts as we used for the current study, other augmentations could be investigated such as histogram equalization or adding Gaussian noise. Another augmentation strategy could be oversampling the CG and PZ to account for the class imbalance.
We chose to use the T2W image sequence for our zonal segmentation, as it offers the best differentiation among the zones and visualization of prostate boundaries. 2, 14 One study, by Clark et al. did zonal segmentation on DWI with promising DSCs. 22 Using multiple inputs for the CNN, e.g., T2W and DWI could potentially improve the results by adding additional information to the network. However, this would require an accurate coregistration to account for geometrical mismatch due to patient movement and/or bladder/rectum filling during image acquisition.
We acknowledge some limitations to this study; first, the delineation of the GT was only done by one radiologist. Since the task of prostate delineation is subjected to interobserver variability, a future study should include GT delineations from multiple radiologists to assess the variability, especially around the prostate apex and base. 36 Second, the fixed crop size and location of the images were visually assessed from the dataset by determining the smallest possible box wherein all the prostates could fit in. To use a different dataset with our approach, one would have to validate that all prostates are actually within the cropping box. Since slices that do not include prostate gland were removed from the dataset as part of the preprocessing, we do not know the ability of the network to do segmentation in slices without any prostate tissue. For future studies, slices without prostate gland should be included in the dataset and the class probability weights adjusted accordingly.
As six of the patients were PCa negative and the CV setup was not stratified according to PCa positive/negative patients, there is a risk that not all folds will contain a patient without PCa, which can have a negative effect on the performance of the model. Optimally, the CV scheme had been performed, e.g., 5 to 10 times to account for this; however, this is very time demanding and not implemented in this study.
Lastly, a clear limitation of this study was the sample size. Forty patients from two different scanners do not include enough variation for the network to be used in the clinical workflow. A larger patient population, preferably with more than one radiologist to make the GT and more scanner vendors and image protocols, is warranted as validation to evaluate the true performance of the model. This work presents preliminary results to support the use of CNN for zonal prostate segmentation. In conclusion, our results show that the U-net architecture can be used for prostate zonal segmentation with promising results comparable to the current literature. More work on the subject is necessary, ideally with data from multiple scanners and more than one experienced physician to do the validation GT.
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